
o Date of Event: l4e March,2024
. Venue: Smart Classroom, Salbari College
. Organizers: Department of Mathematics, Salbari College in collaboration with IQAC,

Salbari College
. Participants:

o Students and faculty members of Salbari College.
o Students and teachers fiom neighboring schools.
o Principal ol Salbari College.

. Program Highlights:
o Inauguration Ceremony: The event was inaugurated by the Principal of Salbari

College, who delivered an opening speech highlighting the significance ofPi Day
and the importance of mathematics in education and daily life.

o Faculty Presentations: Faculty members from the Department of Mathematics
presented on a variety of interesting and engaging mathematical topics, such as:

. The history and significance ofPi (z)

. Applications ofPi in different fields ofscience and engineering

. Fun facts and mathematical prrzz[s5 involving Pi
o Interactive Sessions: Interactive sessions were conducted where students could

ask questions and participate in discussions about the presentations.
o Hands-on Activities: Engaging activities and mathematical games related to Pi

were organized for the students to enhance their understanding and appreciation
ofthe concept.

. Guest Participation:
o The presence of the Principal added significance to the event and motivated the

participants.
o Teachers llom neighboring schools shared their insights and experiences,

enriching the event with diverse persp€ctives.
. Feedback and Impact:

" Positive feedback fiom participants about the informative and interactive nature
ofthe presentations.

o [ncreased interest and enthusiasm among students regarding mathematics and its
real-world applications.

o Strengthened ties between Salbari College and neighboring schools through
collaborative educational activities.
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Recommendations and Future Plans:
o Organize similar events on an annual basis to continue celebrating Pi Day and

fostering a love for mathematics among students.
o Expand the scope of the event by inviting more schools and incorporating a wider

range of mathematical activities and competitions.
o Develop follow-up workshops and seminars to delve deeper into specific

mathematical concepts introduced during Pi Day.
Conclusion:

<., The celebration of Pi Day at Salbari College was a successftrl and enlightening
event. The collaborative efforts of the Department of Mathematics and IQAC,
along with the participation of neighboring schools, contributed to a day filled
with leaming, engagement, and appreciation for the wonders of mathematics.

Principal, Salbari College
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